
Class Teacher Dates marked from and to (Cycle reference)

The code for your class Pretty clear?! Specific dates important so that pupils know the period they are looking at

Excellent work for celebration Common SPaG and numeracy mistakes/misconceptions

Use this area to celebrate excellent work from your class

This can be in relation to specific tasks, or general

Highlight things such as excellent presentation, or marked improvement

Use your knowledge of your class to decide whether naming pupils will 
work well or not 

List the correct versions so that pupils can look for erroneous examples in their 
books

Highlight grammatical errors too

Ensure that you explain anything which might be misinterpreted or is unclear

Did you make any of these frequent mistakes or misconceptions? Which of these topics, skills, or content do you need to review?

This is the place to record specific errors and misconceptions which arose 
frequently

Specific issues in this box will require re-teaching if a significant number of 
the class have made the same mistakes

Here you record general issues which may have arisen frequently, such as if a 
task on a specific date was not completed by many pupils

You may also record here is a technique or topic you have taught, and that you 
are confident pupils understand, was not used appropriately of referred to when 
required

Follow-up tasks - your teacher will guide you where to begin

1. A clear list of tasks to complete here is essential
2. They will largely be based upon the feedback you have listed above and then explained in the feedback lesson
3. Tasks should be clear enough that pupils do not need your direction to work through the list
4. Some pupils may be able to miss the first task or two and start further down the list
5. It is worthwhile including an extension task at the end which challenges those who have completed all the feedback tasks required


